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The modern solution to monitoring and

Tanktronic is an advanced electronic tank management system that monitors and
controlling water storage tanks.
controls water levels and temperature. It can also manage and control tank filling.
This user-friendly system is quick to install and offers a complete cost-effective
solution to water monitoring.
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Monitors and controls water level and temperature

n

Supports single and multiple tanks

n

Input and output device connectivity

n Supports single and multiple tanks

n Input and output device connectivity
n Quick-start feature with intuitive interface
n

Quick-start feature with intuitive interface
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Tanktronic Servo Ceramic Valve (SCV)

Repeater Panel

S-Modu

Control

Works as an interface extension
An expans
Tanktronic can control up to 4 x separate tanks.
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Control Unit features 4 x volt-free contact output
ports. Two are dedicated to Control Valve operation,to the Tan

Battery Module

while two outputs can be used for a variety of third
party devices, including additional filling valves, low
level alarms, secondary shut-off valves, immersion
heaters and low level pump cut-outs.

Modular options

Control
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theof options allows Tanktronic to support anyThe Kerafl
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In addition to the standard Sensor input, the Control
application is particularlyUnit
dependent
features 2 x additional input connection ports.
These
volt-free contacts permit the fitting of third
on the Holiday Schedule function.
party devices such as leak detection or an emergency
override button.

Control Valve (BSP)

Sensor

The Keraflo Pilot Valve works with
Tanktronic to provide tank filling.
The valve is supplied with a BSP
fitting suitable for pipe sizes ranging
from 3⁄4” to a 1 1⁄2” bore.

The Senso
pressure a
is provided
for rapid m
connectio
single or t
3m or 5m

Battery Module

S-Module

Sensor

Provides back-up power to the
mains supply, providing up to
two days of normal operation
before power is expended.

An expansion module that boosts
Tanktronic’s control capacity.
Additional Control Valves and
third party devices can be
connected to the system.

The Sensor monitors both water
pressure and temperature. The
unit is provided pre-fitted to a
connection box for rapid mounting
and wiring.
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